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l. lntroduction 

In ref. 111 it has been shown experimentally that some nuclei 

with Z ~ 100 and N ? 156 fission in. two different ways. Both fission 
modes were shown to have symmetric mass distributions of the 
fission fragments, 9ne distribution being narrow and the other broad. 
The fission mode hav~g a narrow mass distribution is characterized 
by an abnormally large value of the total kinetic energy (TKE), while 
the broad distribution corresponds to the usual TKE values which may 
be expected from the systematics 121 • Two fission modes in one 
nuc~eus have also been observed in light pre-actin~des/J,4/. 

The theoretical consideration ~f thé potential energy surface 
Le d to the conclusion that .there are two saddle points on this surface 
for nuclei in the lead regio;, which corres pond to nearly symme t r í,c 
and highly asymrnetric fissiDn /5 • Analogous calculations were carried 
out in the present paper for the heavier nuclei in.order to show 
that both of the experimentally observed modes may be described in a 
unified manner by using the Strutinsky shell correction method. 

The main results were obtained for 264Fm which has so far not 

been observed experimentally anà the fission of which can reasonably 
be assumed to be subject to the strongest influence af the fragment 
shells. freliminary results limited to the r~flection symmetric

161shapes were published in ref. • Most of the data obtained here 
were reported at the Internat i onal Scbool -Seminar of Heavy Ion 
Physics at Dubna in September 1986 171 • 

Similar results restricted to reflection-symmetric shapes were 
reported at the same conf~rence (see ref. /81 ). Several modes of 
fission in 258Fm have also been considered recently in a simple

19 I
paremetcr"i2ation of the nuclear shape • 

2. Method of calculating the deformation energy 

The nuclear deformation energy, E , was calculated by the 
Strutinsky method 110,111, i.e. 

(1)E = E ... ~ E , 
L D 

where t?ta is the energy in the liquid drop model with parameters 
from ref./ 1 2,lJI (the surface, Coulomb and symmetry constants 
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are (X.1. ..17.94J9, C3 =0. 705J and ~ =1.78, respectively) and bE 
is the shel1 eorreetion ea1eulated with a Woods-Saxon type potentia1 
/14-16/ ,the parameters be1ng taken from refI /17/ • 

The aeeuraey of the single-partiele speotrum oaloulat1on and the 
plateau eondition formulated by Strutinsky for ~E: were ohecked 
near the seission point and the resulta are disoussed in Appendiees 
A and B. 

J. Shape parameterization 

For th~ deseription of the expeoted var1ety of ahapoa one needs 
a rather unrestrietive parameterization. For this purpoee the ooordi
nate system based on Cassinlan ova1s /5/ 1s uaed, 1n whiOh a point 
on the plane is defined by the coordinates (A.., 'X). If tha distanee 
between the foei of Cass Lnf.an oval.s equals zoro t thon (A.., 'X) is 
tr~~sfo~d into the spherieal radius and the ooaine of the polar 
angle. T.he e-xpression for (A..., -x) in t erma of jho oy1indr1oal 
ooordinates was given in refI /5/ (see also /18 ). The interseetion 
of the surface of an ax1ally symmetrio nuo1eUB w1th the plane passing 
through the symmetry axis is desoribed by tha equntion 

R. ==R.,(-x), -1. ~ 'JC61. • (2) 

In the particular case of the nuolear surfaoa be1ng approx1mated 
by a Cassinian oval, eq. (2) takes on the Aimp~o form 

Fl = consto (J) 

A more general class of nuclear surfacas may be desoribod by the 
series 

Pt.= ~o ( 1 ... L o(rn Pon (~)) , (4) 
,." 

where fio ls the radius of the sphere of the aame volumo, C. is 
to be el1minated by volume conservation, Pm (:L) are the Lagendre 
po1ynomla1s and d.mare the parameters wh10h speoify thc ahape 
of the nuc1eus. The e1ongation of the nuoleus i8 oharaoter1~ed by the 
s quared half-distanee f. betwe en the fooi of the Cassinian ova1s 
(in units of R~). 

~Near the sc1ssion point of a refleot1on-symmetr10 figure it is 
convenlent to use as an independent varlable, lnstead of é , the 
parameter oL defined as fo11ows 
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where é l,. (l. R.) is the min1mum (rnaxtmum) value of the cylindrical 
ooordinate Z and s> :=;rn~ek' Y neel<' being the rad.ius of the 
oross section of the nuclear surface by the plane c : O, in the 
case of a connected body. For a two-fragment shap e ~ La defined as 
m1nus the square of half the distance between the fragments. The 
re1ation between ~ and ~ can be der1ved from (5) ~sing the 
conne ction of the (Fl,x) -coordinates wi th the cylindrieal coordi
natas /5/ 

t =- "\: ~ [(1 +L o(rn)\ (1 ...LJ-1.)"'~ml J-t 
m rn . (6) 

.. ~ 

T 0(.: -i [1 ...If1.to<.~n/2.m -:1.)!! /(l"m O], 
m=1. 

which will be used here also for reflection-asymmetric shapes. 
The advantage of the par anreter d: results frem the faet that 

for a shape wi th vanishing neck ( r n.eek = O ) ol. equals 1 for any 
value of ot.m • For the spher ical shape one obtains do- =. O because 

'I neck := i!ft. ~\c..t..' . 
The m1nimizati~n of the energy E with respect to a large number 

of pararneters ol.m. talces many hours of computer time and , therefore, 
the consideration has been 1imited to the most important region 
lying in the vicinity of the scission point, wh1ch, after the 
1ntroduction of the pararneter ol ,can be characterized convenient
ly by the a:values cl~se to 1. 

4. Existence and re1ative position of the fission val1éys 

Strictly speaking,the concept of a valley in a potential energy 
surface is dependent on the coordinate system, 1n contrast to an 
extremum. So we should specify what we mean by the "fission valley". 
We define it as a local minimum in the multid1mensional space of the 
shape parameters d- rn at a f1xed value of the parameter o<.. • More
over, the valley def1ned in this way is physically meaningful only 
if it is surrounded by a sufficiently higb barrier that separatas it 
from other regions. 

3 



A sear~h for local minima with the constraint oL = 0.98 

reveals in 64Fm the existence of at least three valleys leading to 
scission • The search was carried out as follows. 

First, the deformation energy E and the liquid-drop energy EL D 
were' calculated as functions of the hexadecapole deformation clv 
and the result is shown in fig.l. It is seen that E haa two minima, 
one being deep and the other being shallow. The depth and position of 
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Fig.l 

The deformation energy (in MeV) in the 11quid-drop modol, EL~dots)) 
and with shell correction, E (dashed and ao11d ourveB)~a8 a 
.function of hexadecapole deformation ol4 at fixod elongatlon

ol= 0.98. The solid curve with open circles oorreaponds to min1m1za
tion with respect to cX.6 ' oLg and oL:10. 

the deep minimum remains almost unchanged aftcr taklng lnto aooount 
the higher deformations oL m , while m1n1mizat1on wlth r espo ot to ot.." 

cl-IJ and d.. f O leads to a sh1ft in the position and to a. atrong 
deepening of the shallow minimum (apen polnta oonncoted by a solid 
curve in fig.l). After taking into account higher doforma.tions up 
to aL~this minimum deepens further (of. fig.)). 

'Becend, the calculations were repeated w1th refleot1on 
asymmetric shapes • The deep minimum remains almost una.ffeoted. 
The corresponding shape marked as I is shown in fig.2. It is seen 

1, 

0.2 0.1. 

ill 

( 

Fig.2 

The nuolear shape of 264Fm near the scission point, oi- =0.98, in
 
the three valleys. Minimizat~on of E with r-espect to oL~ - ~:10
 
(I and 11) and oL:a.-o'2o(III) was carried out \.with ol2""0):

A half-volume sphere is shown by dots for comparison.
 

that each of the two fragments has a shape close to sphericity • 
In additi~n, a deep minimum ha~ been found corresponding to a 

very a5~~etric shape with one nearly spherical and one strongly 
deformed fragment, the corresponding shape being marked by 11 in 
fig.2. 

The shallow minimum acquires a slightly asymmetric shape which 
ia labeled as 111 in fig.2 and consists of two elongated fragments, 
one of them being very close in shape to the elongated fragment Df 
shape 11. In all the multiparameter calculations the 0(2. parameter 
r emaãns fixed and equal to zero, because ita small variations are 
strongly oorrelated with those of ~ 

The relative he1ght in energy of the three valleys and the 
upper estimates of the barriers be~ween them are demonstrated in 
fig.). There are shown the results of the calculation of the energy 
E along the intervals of straight lines that connect the three 
pointa in the mul tidimensional apace of the shap e parameters {o(m} 
corz-eapondãng to the three valleys. In view of the absence of 
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surfaoe E for the nuc1eus 2.. 6 "Fm 
:I: a10ng the sides of a triang1e in 
UJ the 19-dimensional spaoe of the 

J Fig.J. 
A cut of the deformation energy 

--
I 7. « r/7'777'79 -30 shap e parameters (ol.l1\,rn Cl -1, .•• "o} 

(d.. : O) , the triang1 e 
vert\oes 1ying in va11eys I, 11 
and 111 are def+ned in th~ textj 
see als o fig.2 c.. c:J.. :. 0.98). For 
simplioity,in val1eys I and 11 the 
higher deformat1ons are e~ual to 
zero, 0<...,.."'0, m • 11, ••• , 20. 

a metric in the static approach in the spaoa ~oltn} the distances 
between the points lying in the vertices of the tr1angle in fig.J 
are given in arbitrary units. The energy E oaloulnted along the 
sides of the triangle in each of the threo OU90a haa a maximum that 
gives an upper 1imit for the estimate of the anddle point between 
the corresponding va11eys. Assuming that tho truo aaddlo-po1nt 
energies, a1though smaller, are of the sarna ordor 1n magnitude as 
the maxima in fig.J we may conclude that alI three vul1eys are we11 
separated in energy from each other. 

It is also seen from figo 3 that vallay I of oompaot oonfigura
tions of almost spherical fragments ocoupies an intarmediata poaition 
in energy and that the experimentally yet unobaorvod valley III ia 
locat~d higher in energy (-28 MeV) that both valleye II (-34 MeV) 
and I (-30 MeV). 

The fragment of the plot in fig.J is shown 1n moro detai1 
in fig.4 where the energies E for some other nuoloi along the sarne 

Fig.4.
 
-10, -~-~--~----'---I
 The deforrnat1on enorg1as E of the 

nucle1 1nd1oatod 1n the iigure 
> along tho tnto~va1 of the 
QI stra1ght 11no oonnecttng twoL 

<, points 1n the 9-d1monslonalw 
spaoe {o(..m,rn~1,••• ,10} 
(0(.2.=0) 

of the ehnpo paramoters> one of 
whioh 11o~ in vallel I \at 
~ ~ O on the pIo t) and the 

other in valley TI (ut ~:1.0), 
where ~ 18 a pnramote~ that 

specifies tho pos1t10n of a 
point in the int e1''1111 , 't'( € [0, i).
The parameter gI..:lO.98 s ee 

'I 10 also the cap t ton to f.'1g.J). 

6, 

o 

space interva1 conneoting minima I and II in the multidimensional 
spao e are also given. For the other nuclei the end po í.rrt s are not the 
loci of extrema of the potential energy surface but they are close 
to them if the cOl'responding extrema, as is thecase indeed, are 
close to each other in the multidimensional space considered. The 
energies E ca1cu1ated in this way are somewhat better approximations 
for the true extreme energies in fermium' isotopes and not so good for 
californium,as it can be inferred from fig.4. However, this picture 
gives a rough idea of the relative p os Lt Lo n of the valleys in the 
other nuclei. 

It ls seen that in the californium isotopes there exists no 
val1ey, corresponding to a compact configuration of two almost 
.spherical fragments; a minimum at the left-hand side i8 transformed 
lnto the maximum that lies 10-15 MeV higher in energy than the 
right-hand minimum does. Thus, in spite of alI the approximations 
used one can' conciude that the theory is capable of explaining the 
experimenta1ly established absence of symmetric fiss~on correspond

252 256 /19/ing to fragments of unusually high TKE in 'Cf • An 
256analngous conc1usion can be drawn for Fm as well. On the other 

hand, the existence of two valleys separated by a barrier is seen 
in 260-264 FU1• The isotope 258Fm occupies an intermediate position 

and in view of alI uncertainties it is impossible to draw a definite 
conclusion about it from fig.4. From the expertment this nucleus ia 
known to fission symmetrical1y /1/. So it appears possible to explain 
the existence of the two modes of fission /1/ in the heavy fermium 
isotopes by using a multiparametric description of the nuclear shape. 

Let us note for comparison that in the two-centre oscillator 
model with 1irnited parameterization of the nuclear shape on the 
potential energy surface only one valley was shown and emphasized 

/20/corresponding eithe~ to symmetric or asymmetric fission • In 
ref{21/no valley has been found where one or both fragmenta are highly 

deformed. However the possibilities of the modcl are not exhausted 
(private commurrí.oa t on by M. G.Mustafa') • í 

It is interest1ng to note that before an isolated valley in 
11ghter fermium isotopes appears at the corresponding position there 
exists a depression on the potential energy surface that rnay mani
fest itsel~ in the experiment as a broadening 0f the distributions, 
1.e. the occurrence of syrnmetric fission with large TKE as low-pro
bability events on the tail of the distribution. These events have 
been observed in 257Fm experimentally /22/ • 
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· The probability of fission through one or another valley 
is a ·more delicate problem. In view of t he fact that the two modes 
of fission.have been observed experimentally with oomparable ~robabi
lity in lighter fermium isoto~es, in wh1ch valley I is expected to 
lie higher than in 264Fm (see fig.4), one has to oonolude that the 
probability of populating the valleys should be determined not at 
the scission point but at higher energias, somewhare near the fission 
barrier. One also has to make the reservation that the relative 
position in energy of the valleys is not well defined. In figs.J and 
4 the vaÍl eys are compared at the sarne vaLue of o: Co 0.98. Had we 
chosen another condition of comparison, the relat1va position of 
the valleys might have changed. But if the choioe of the oonstraint 
is made from physicetl considerations lilce that aBBooiated. with the 
thickness of the neck (see fig.5 and the corresponding di6ouSSion), 
this cha~ge hQP'efully should be small. 

/81
In ref. ' only reflection symmet r í.» ehape s 1n the two-parame

ter-shape parameterization were considered and two aymmetrio valleys 
on the deformation energy surface have been found in nuoloi near 
264Fm, which apparently correspond to our valleyo I ~d 111. The 
moments of the shap e (r ,6' ) int roduoed in rof.. /e/ are, in 
264Fm , equal ~o (2.12, 0.76) and (2.86,1.20) for valloya I and 111, 
respectively. 'The secon~ point 15 located ,pproX1matolY in the "old 11 

valley if'we use the terminoldgy of refJa and tho firat lies 
near the línew" one, th e cent re-of-rnass distanoo r boing slightly 
larger (cf. fig.5b in ref./8/ ). While comparing one ahould keep 
in m1nd 'that the shape 'in valley I roughly oorreapond.s to apheres 
separated by a distanc e of. -:::::; 0.27 R. be two en thc tips rathero 
than	 to two touching spheres. 

In ref./9/ both reflection-symmetric and a.symmctr10 Bha~e8 
were considered in a simple parameterization Df tho nuoloar 5~ape 

wit4 three parameters and the three valleys have alao beon found. The 
maximum semi-axes of nuclear sha~es in·valleys I , 11 and IrI for 
ol::c 0.98 e qual 14.3,17.5 and 19.8 fm wh1ch roughly correapcnd 
to i4.4, 18.6 arid 24 for the "sup er-ssho r-t ", "standard" nnd 
"super-long" channels respectivelyJin the terminology of ref./9/, 

but the details of the shapes are r~ther different (see also the 
discu~5ion on this point in ref. /8/ ). 

fi 

--I 

-0,1 -0,05 

5.	 The properties of the fragment distributions in different 
valleys 

If we divide the pres cí.s sã.cn nucl eus conventionally into two 
fragments by a plane with a minimum area of 'llie cross section , then 
in the case of the strongly shape-asymmetric mode 11 the fragments 
hBwe the close numbers of nucleons, 130 and 1J4. These would be the 
most probable masses of t he fragments 'if we as sume that scission is 
most likely to take place in the narrowest part of the neck region. 

Mode 111 is expected to have 138 and 120 nucleons in the 
fragments of 258Fm una er"the sarne scission as sumpt í.on, This is the 
only mode in which the number of nucleons in the heavy fragment is 
close to the value observed for the lighter nuclei. As a result, 
in alI three modes the fission fragment mass d1stributions are 
p rac t ã cal.Ly symrnetric. CoI..( t 

The Coulomb interaction energy of the fragments, E ':ht , 

which was calculated as the total Coulomb energy of the whole nuclear 
body with subtraction Df the Coulomb self-energy of each fragment 
separately 18 represented in fig.5 as a function of the parameter ~, 

2[,0. i Fig.5 
_ 264Fm The fragment Coulomb 

in!~Jtction energy,
---0-- 256Fm E .: ..d ,as a 

220 function of the 
parameter » 
defined in sect.3 
for the threeü-TKE( 25SFm)-exp 
valleys I, 11 and> 
111. The values of 
the parameter ~ 

~2001- ~	 ~ t02 

:;': 
are indicated by~J numbers near the 
points. The experi
mental data for TKE 

i in the two modes of 
fission of ~58Fm are 

256Fm also	 given (exp) /1/.
0.98	 lDl'JJ 

0,99 

160l-- I 0.0 _9IRa 005 
o 

which has been introduced in Sect.3. In fact, the quantity -~
 

1s plotted along the abscisa 80 that increasing - f$ in fig.5, corres

ponds to the evolution towards scission and postscission.
 
The choice of ~ as a coordinate 16 mo t í.vated by the assumption that
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scission of a nucleus in different valleys occurs at close values of 
the neck thickness. The value of the neck thickness that corresponds 
to the criticaI shape for which, according to the liqu1d-drop model, 
scission of the connected shape into two fragments t~{es place /231, 

is marked by an arrow on the abscissa axis. The results of the 
calculations for 256Fm and 258Fm are also shown in the some figure 
together with experimental data for the observed total k1netic 
energy (TKE) (205 and 232 MeV) for the two modes of nuolear fission 

258 11/	 E- COl.lein Fm • The difference between the valuee of tné cal cula
ted for valleys I and 11 is seen to be close to tho TKE d1fference 
observed "b etwe en the two fission modes and to be weo.kly dependent on 
the as sumpt on of the s cí.s aí.on point, i. e. alrnost oonatant in s>ã 

These are the two differences that are to bo oompared if one 
assumes the presclssion kinetic energies to bo the Gama 1n the two 
valleys. Moreover, if we assume that scission ooouro nt the oritica1 

1231	 ECoue.value of the neck thickness , then the va1ues of ~hi and TKE 
are elose to each ·other in each valley. Unlcr suoh nn uusumpt í.cn 
very 1ittle is left for the prescis5ion kinetio ene~gy, wh10h is 

E coOÚ.e
supposed to be equal to the differenco betwoen TKE a.nd t:.flt • 
The energy E:~ieof valley 111 i5 shown by aqunroo ln fi~.5. A 
comparatively small TKE (176 MeV) is seen to oorreopond to this 
slightly asymmetric mod e , This rnod e ha s not boen cbnrrrvad 80 faro 
Bxper írnent a'l Ly one can dí.scv.m í.nat e between flf1s10n t hrough the 
three different \alleys by measuring the number of prompt, ncut r ons 
preswning that a low excitation energy and, oorronpond1nely, a small 
number of neutrons is associated with the spher100l !ra~ent but 
a high-energy and a larger number of neutrons wlth the nlongated one. 
This kinâ of measurement Vias carried out for tho 11.p;htor nuclci of 
this region 124,251 • 

6.	 Stabi1ity against variations in the numbcr of nuoloonn in 
the fragments 

In· a.n attempt to understand the reason fol.' the d1fforcnco 
between the widths of the two mass dlstrlbutlon~ n calculntlon 
has bee~ performed of the nuclear stabLllty wtth rospoot to 
asymmet rt c shape variations in each of the threc vallcY'o. To t h sí 

end, a constrained Hamiltonian was lntroduced lnstond of tho 
formet'1y considered single-particle Hamiltonilln H 

Hr=-H-Àr~,	 
(7) 

where ~ is a Lagrange multiplier and "'l~(AH-AL)/(AH+AL) ,
AH (AL) being the .number of nuc1 eons in the he avy (light) , 
fragment, which is determined by the earlier described division of 

, . 

the prescission shape iuto fragments. F OI' the Ham.ilt orrí.an H
I 

the same problem was solved ,as before for ~I and an examp1e of the 
dependence on "., of E is shown in fig.6. The difference Â E ': E -E.",. 

264 "L	 'ô2. - 1. '" 

t' 
for Fm is seen to be close to 'a parabola with E /o"~ equa'l 
to 2500_3000 MeV, the exact value being dependent on the points 
chosen to fit the pa'rabol a, Here E ",,'t1 is a mí.nírnum value of E as 
a function of 1'l • The E L o is a l so shown, The liquid-drop 
stiffness'() 2EL D / ê ~ 2.. corresponding to the mí.nímum of the E 
value is seen not to contribute much to the total stiffness and the 
dependence of E LD on ?2. in the vicinity of the minimum of E Ls far 
from being quadratic, as pr-edLct ed by the liquid-drop model for -the 

regiou near the ELDminimum with respect to '? 

1.6 

26L
fm 

os 

j
 Fig.6.
 
The increment of the deformation 
ene r gy Ô E -:.f- E rn~t) ( the 1eft-hand 

-18 scale) and the liquid-drop 
component of the ene r gy , E LD 
(the right-hand scale), as functions! of the mass asymmetry parameter

;;> 

..r '11::::. (AH-AL)/(AH + AL).
~ The minimum E rn;11 Ls Locat ed in 

D.L	 va1ley 11. The parameter ai... =0.98. 

-19	 ?)2.E1 1
00 For the quantity éJ71. 

in valley l, the obtained value 
lie8 within the sarne limits, while 

0.02 0.0' ~	 Ô2.E la 1for	 valley III 'll, =2100 MeV. 

The mas s parameter B,?'ll which corresponds to the degree 
of freedom 'lt' calcula ted in the cranking mod el , equa1s 
767 (1065) ~2/MeV for valley 1(11) • Wlth this mass parameter the 
zero-point oscillations of "'t near the equilibrium r e sul, t in the 
f r agmerrt mas s dis tribution wi th variance 6"( as 

I 6 ~ i(AH+A c) [ tt /c ~v' B ' o~E/Q?( iL)] :1
1 n	 (8) 

By uslng the above-mentioned data we get theoretical estimates 
of FWHM for both valley I and .1.1 in the range (5-(l) t"(,, that ts 
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in good	 agreement with the experimental value (7.5 u ) for 258Fm 
and 26<\td for the fission mode wi th the abnormally large TKE value 
and considerably smaller than the value corresponding to the other 
mode with the usual TKE value /1/. A srnall thermal excitation with 
temperature T=l MeV that is close to the energy of the zero-point 

oscillations t h-w ll :. ;, V(ô XE/ a'1Z,:t)/ B~,= 0.9 - 1. O MeV 
results in the agreement between the theoretical and the experi
mental value S o f Q • 

Thus, the quantum-mechanical uncertainty in the degree of 
freedom 11 is sUfficiently large to understand the width of the 
mass distribution of the "fragment-shell-directed" mode of fission 
/1/ • This new aspect, in addition to those already discussed 
in ref. /1/, of this unique mode of fission deserves special experi
mental and theoretical studies to be carried out. However, the 
difference between the mass distribution widths fails to be explained 
in the framework of the static approach used here. The theoretical 
difficulty in expIaining the widths of the usual fragment mass 
distributions is also known to exist for other regions of nuclei. 

7. Conclusions 

The calculations of the deformation energy carrieq out using 
the Strutinsky method with the Woods-5axon type potential and the 
multiparametric description of the nuclear shape indicate that in 
the vicinity of the scission point there exist three distinct 
valleys leading to almost symmetric fission. The valleys are well 
separated from eam other by barriers and the Coulomb interaction 
energies of the fragments in two valleys near the ass'umed scissi0n 
point are close to .the measured TKE values for the two fission 
modeso The relative population of the valleys is determined at 
energias higher than those near the scission point. The width of 
the mas s distribution of the "fragment-sheIl-direoted" mode is 
mainly determined by the quantum-mechanical uncertainty of the coor
dinate in the corresponding degree of freedom and the distribution 
width .~f the usual mode remains unexplained in the statio approach 
used here. 

The most essential shortcoming of the theory seems to be the 
ass~~ed constancy of the proton-to-neutron density ratio over the 
whole nuclear volume. 

Tlle author is grateful to V.G.Soloviev for continuous interest 
in tte work and to Yu.Ts.Oganessian for stlinulating discussions. 
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APPENDIX A 

In the method used for calculating the single-particle spectrum 
/14-16/ the wave functions are expressed in terms of the eigen
functions of a deformed harmonic oscillator. To achieve the required 
accuracy a comparatively large number of basis functions is needed in 

~ ~ 
I	 'the region of the scission point, where the nuclear shape strongly 

deviates from an ellipsoid. To check the accuracy we compared in fig. 
7(8) the protons (neutrons) single-particle spectra in the vicinity 

Il	 of the geometrical scission point (i.e. oC ~~ ) calculated with 
different numbers of the basis functions. 

> 
~ 

~ 
~ 

I 
nucleus are given with dashed lines if they are distinguishable from 
the corresponding positive parity leveIs of the parity doubleta,

I 
! indicated 9Y sOtid lines. If they coalesce, they' are shown by one

l thick solid line. In the rightmost part of the figure the leveIs of 
the spherical fragment in the Coulomb field of the other fragment'"', at a distance that corres~onds to ot :. 1.02 are given. The splittlng 

I!
 of the leveIs due to the Coulomb field are shown by the vertical
 
size of the solid rectangle.
 

calculation with the number of eigenfunctions that roughly corresIc 
ponds to about 16 shells in the spherical oscillator (the left 
section of the figs.) compares well with the spectrum calculated in 
an extended basis of about 23 shells (the central section). 
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It is seen that the usual 
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Fig.7. 

The proton 
single-particle
leveIs along the 
bottom of valley 
I co rz-e spondd.ng 
to the symmetric
fission of almost 
spherical frag
ments. The nuc

Y	 lear shape at 
the point o'-- = 
= 0.98 is shown 
in. fig.2(I).
The leveIs were 
calculated for 
the whole nucleus 
with, usual (l~ft) 
and high (centre) 
accuracy. The 
leveIs in a 
single separated 
fragment' are given
in the right se~ 

tion. The nega
9!V2	 tive parity

1 evel s in the 
whole reflection
-symmetric 
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The sarne as in fig.7, but for neutrons. Because of the absence 
of the Coulombfield the leveIs in the rightmost part of the figure 
are degenerated exactly and shown by solid points. 

Moreover, in this region there exists a possibility of checking 
the calculations by comparing the results with those obta!ned for a 

singl; fragmento After the scission ( c( > ~ ) we decomposed the shape 
of a separate fragment in a series of Legendre polynomials as it' was 
originally done for the whole nucleus (see eq. (4)), thereby treating 
one fragment as completely independent of the other, when calculating 
the neutron speot rum, For pr ot ons , we ha:v e, in addi t on, simulated th eí 

Coulomb potential of the other fragment by a point charge of an 
appropriate ma.gnitude in the centre of mas s of the other fragmento 
The results are shown in the right sections of figs. 7 and s. 
Besides, in the rightmost parts of figs. 7 and 8, the spectra of 
spheFical fragments are shown with the appropriate quantum numbers, 
the degeneracy of the proton spectrum being slightly removed by the 
Coulomb field of the other fragmento 

By compar1ng this latter spectrum with the other spectra shown 
in f1gs. ~ and 8 one can see the impact of the deformation of the 
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fragment near the scission point on the spectra and classify the 
leveIs with the quantum numbers of approximately conserved angular 
momentum. 

It is also seen that with separation of the fra@nents (i.e. with 
increasing ol from 1 to 1.02) the positive- and negative-parity 
leveIs of the nucleus as a whole tend to be degenerated, the remaining 
splitting of the par1ty doublets be1ng due to the nuclear 1nteraction 
of the fragments. Indeed, the nuclear shape is understood here as an 
equipotent1al surface, on which the nuclear potential 1s equal to 

V la, where V is its value in the nuolear interior far fromo o 
the nuclear surface. 50, at the geometr1oal scission point in the 
neck region the nuclear potent1al 1s elose to v: /2. , the fragments 
still interact with each other 'and the effect or th1s interaction 
on the single-particle sp~ctrum i3 of some phys1cal interest. Th1s 
attractive interaction is concentrated near th~ centre of symm~try 

of the nucleus as a whole, i.e. in the neck region, and 1t therefore 
pushes down the energy leveIs of those states, which have a large 
probability for the nucleon to be found in the neck. These are the 
single-particle states with a large component of the wave function 
with a small value of the projection of the orbital angular momentum 

J\ on the nuclear syffimetry axis and with an even oscillator 
quantum number ~t(the eÀ~ression for the basis eigenfunctions is 

. /15 16/
g~ven 1n refs. ' ; in particular, the parity af a leveI is 
determined by the parity of the sum f\-ê -t A). Accordingly,1he 
maximum splitting of the parity doublets is seen in figs.7 and 8 
for the leveIs with angular momentum projection rr -: -1 t e , the 
positive parity leveI being the lower one. An appreciable splitting 
13 still seen for leveIs w1th Ç( ::. 3/2 w1th the lower member of 
the doublet being of negative parity. For doublets with large Ç2 
the splitting rapidly dies down. Probably the most important result 
that follows from consideration of nuclear spectra in figs.7 and 8 
i5 quantitative estimates of the number of neutrons in the neck 
r egí.on, It is secn that at the physiC~l scission point ( o(.. ~0.98, 
cf. fig.5 and the pertinent discussion) the neutron magic number is,· 

l	 contrary to expectations, equal to 166 rather than 164. This is 
confirmed by the calculation of thc shell correction discussed below.,\1

Once the shape of the fragment has become defini te, it is 

I possible to calculate its deformation energy (relative to the energy 
of the sph er í.c a'l f ragment l which, for the elongation pararneter d..- = 
= 1.00 (1.02) of the nucleus as a whole, equals 7.6 (5.0) MeV for an 
almost spherical fra~lent of valley I or 11, and is 36(34) MeV for 

1,5 



an elongated fragment of valley 11 ar 111. Accordingly, for the 
whole nucleus with the sarne d.. value the deformation energy 
relative to the energy of infinitely far separated spherical 
fragments equals 15.2 (10) MeV in valley I, 4J.6 (J9) MeV in 
valley 11, and 72(68) MeV in valley 111. 

We have also calculated the cranking-model maes pararneters 
B 'j ~ ' where )5 symbolizes the distance between the fragments 

centres of mass, as it is changed during the desoent along a 
fission valley (cf. the definition of B"}'1) in aoot.6). The results 
are shown in the table. One can see that in al1 three valleya the B§
values, as expected, are close to t~e asymptotio one for a complete~y 
separated fragment, that is almost equal to the reduoed mass of the 
fragmenta. 

APPENDIX B 

To verify the validity of the Strutinsky method in the vioinity 
of the slission point the so-called "plateau oondit1on" 18 to be 
checked 10,11,26,271. In calculations with a finite-depth potential 
the bound-state leveIs are not suffioient to ensure a good plateau in 
the dependence of the shell-correction bE on the emearing width 
~. The difficulty arises when the smooth part of the total nuclear 

binding energy is calculated as an average (definod spooially) of the 
sums of the single-particle energias in one and the sarna aingle
-particle potent1al up to the appropriate Fermi energies, rather than 
as an.average of a set of b1nd1ng energies of adjaoent nuolei, 
calculated for eaoh number of nucleons in the corres~onding potential. 

Such a substitution is an exact one (with an appropriate soale 
factor) for the Nilsson model and considerably faoilitatoe oalcula
tions but one should complement the bound state levels by the pro
perly chosen leveIs in the positive part of the epeotrum. For the 
validity of the above-mentioned 8ubstitution theae poa1tivo-energy 
leveIs should in a sense be an approXimat1on to (an extrapolat1on 
of) the properly shifted and scaled bound state levela in heavier 
nuclei. Actually it is sufficient for the shell-oorreotion method 
that the smoothed leveI density changes re~UlarlY in a transition 
from	 negative to positive energy leveIs /2 ,27/ • 

From this point of view, good candidates for the positive-

oscillator frequency ti- W o ,is usualLy chosen in such a wa.y as 
to obtain the best approx1mation for the bound-state energies/ 15,16( 

The desf.red accuracy may be achieved using tic.vo from some inter
vaL, If we now impose the add í.t í.onaâ requirement of a. regular 
behaviour of the sn100thed leveI density in a transition from negative 
to positive energy leveIs, then, according to the calculation, we 

/ 28/should chooee the largeet allowable value of ltuvo • It i8 

espec1ally important to follow this prescription in testing: the 
convergence of ~E with increasing dimension of the basis. If one 
fixes fi-w Q and increases the number of the baaã s functions, then 
the density of positive eigenvalues tenda to infinity and, as a 

}291consequence, the plateau deteriorates - • But in choosing the 
maxãmum allowable value of 1íw for each number of the basiso 
functions one can get a stable result, 

I, 
J 
~ . 
, 
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\ 
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e.g.	 the one shown in fig.9, 

Fig.9. 
The n~tton shell correc
tion b~ as a function of 
the smearing width r . 
The spectra in the extended 
(solid curves) and regular
Cdashed curves) basis were 
used (d etail 5 of the spe ot ra' 
are give~ in the captjo~ ~ 
to fig.8). The doubled ~ U 
obtained with the spectrum
of the single fragment is 
shown by stars for 80 
neutrons. The numbers of 
neutrons in the nucleus as 
a whole are shown by the 
curves. The lower dashed 
curve corresponds to 164 
neutrons. Pairing correction 
was not taken into account. 

where the dependence of 
the neutron shell correc
tion on the srnearing width 
~ ia shown for the re

gular calculation with 
approximately 16 oscillator shells (the dashed line; the correspond

energy leveIs are the positive eige~alues obtained by diagortaliza ing single-particle spectrum is shown in fig.8, left section) and 23 
tion ~f the Hamiltonian in a deformed harmonic-oscillator baSis/26,27( shells (solid lines; the spectrum is given in fig.8, central section). 
The parameters of the harmonic osc11lator, in particular, the The oscillator frequency tu»; was taken as F I ~/3 with F=53 MeVt
 

in the former case and with F e, 80 MeV in the latter. Also 

16	 ... 
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shown 1s the doubled shel1 correction of the single fragment for 
80 neutrona (stars). A very good and wide plateau i8 seen in the 
case of 2J shel1s, and the value Df the shell correction in the 
regular case is close to that on the plateau at r-~10 MeV. Th1s 
value of ~ was used in most of the calculat1ons. It i6 also 
seen that the ahel1 cOTrection for 166 neutrons 15 smaller than for 
164 neutrons, in accordance with the gap 1n the s1ngle-part1cl~ 

spectra described in Append1x A. 

Table 

Cranking model mass parameter B ~ ~ fo~ the degree or freedom,
 
associatep w1th motion along a fiss10n valley, in unita of
 
the reduced mass of the fragments. Labels 1,11 and 111 of
 
the valleys are introduced in Sect.4
 

Valle-y \d- 0.98 1.00 1.01 

I 1.J5 1.14 1.0' 
II 1.9J 1.5J 1.08 
UI 1.14 1.22 1.02 
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nl'WI\pUnpb1THlbIC ItJOPMbI CHMMeTpW·IHO nensuarxca
 
O'lOlttJ 'l'nmOnbIX nAep
 

rrOJ<0:311lig tITO rrpn TeopeTH't!eCKOM onacanaa ,o;e.neHHH arrep
 
11 naaone 2 4Fm BÕJIH3H TO"tIKH p aspsma HMelOTCH TpH ,o;OJIHHbl,
 
Be,lJ,YI~He IC ,lJ,eJIeHHlO. Onaa COOTBeTcTByeT ÕJIH3KO pacnOJIOJKeH'
 
HhIM nOQTH c<}lepH"tIeCKHM OCKOJIKaM, ripyr-aa - ÕOJIee ynanemrsn-r I
 
,o;pyr OT p,pyra BbITHHYTbIM OCKOJIKaM. I1MeeTcH eine oznra ,o;OJIHHa,
 
B KOTOpOH <}lopMa H,o;pa ÕJIH3Ka K KOMÕHHa~HH c<pepH"tIeCKOrO H
 
BbITHHYTOrO OCKOJIKa. PaCCMOTpeHbI HeKOTOpbIe CBOHCTBa MaCCO

BWX H 9HepreTH"tIeCKHX pacnpe.n;eJIeHHH OCKOJIKOB.
 

PaÕOTa BbmOJIHeHa B ITa60pÇlTOPHH TeOpeTH"tIeCKOH <PH3HKH
 
OIDII1.
 

, Tlperrpaar Oõsennaeanoro liliCTHTYTa H,IJ:epUbIX HcCnenOBaHHH. ,lly6Ha 1987 

Pashkevich V.V. E4-87-517
 
Prescission Shapes of Symmetrically Fjssioning
 
Very Heavy Nuclei
 

It is shown that in the theoretical description of the I
 
fission process in the nucleus 264Frn there turn 0ut to be
 
three valleys on the potential-énergy surface in the regi
on of the scission point. One valley corresponds to the I
 

compact configuration of two nearly spherical fragments;
 
another, to more separated strongly elongated fragments.
 
There still exists one more valley, in which nuclear shape
 
is elose to a eombination of the sph~rical au9. elongated
 
fragments. Some properties of the fragment rnass and energy
 
distributions are considered.
 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory
 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR.
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